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Beethoven Triple Concerto, Op 56 a . Piano Trio No 1, Op 1 No 1 Claremont Trio; a San Francisco Ballet Orchestra /
Martin West Bridge F BRIDGE9395 (66’ • DDD)
Three-way Beethoven from New York trio in San Francisco Along with the new recording by The Knights for Sony,
this performance by the Claremont Trio (named after an apartment on Claremont Avenue in New York City) shows
how dramatically powerful Beethoven’s Triple Concerto can be. As recorded here, it rises up and challenges his
other major concertos for supremacy. The key for the Claremont is the ‘three musketeers’ thing, celebrating the 16year-old Archduke Rudolf’s selection as the composer’s student and allowing themselves to be intoxicated by the
profusion of opportunities for each soloist to entertain and elevate in a dialogue which goes on for literally the entire
piece. With Donna Kwang standing in for Rudolf as accomplice in the high jinks, willing to keep her pals moving
with plenty of fire and dash, Emily and Julia Bruskin add individual touches of phrasing and colour, applied with
great virtuosity and derring-do. Julia turns her cello solo in the Larghetto into an extraordinary moment of infinity;
no less notable is when identical sister Emily, with tangible affection, signals the cello’s segue into the last

